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Abstract: Energy efficiency has become a major concern for manufacturing companies not only
due to environmental concerns and stringent regulations, but also due to large and incremental
energy costs. Energy-efficient scheduling can be effective at improving energy efficiency and thus
reducing energy consumption and associated costs, as well as pollutant emissions. This work reviews
recent literature on energy-efficient scheduling in job shop manufacturing systems, with a particular
focus on metaheuristics. We review 172 papers published between 2013 and 2022, by analyzing the
shop floor type, the energy efficiency strategy, the objective function(s), the newly added problem
feature(s), and the solution approach(es). We also report on the existing data sets and make them
available to the research community. The paper is concluded by pointing out potential directions for
future research, namely developing integrated scheduling approaches for interconnected problems,
fast metaheuristic methods to respond to dynamic scheduling problems, and hybrid metaheuristic
and big data methods for cyber-physical production systems.

Keywords: job shop scheduling problem; flexible; scheduling; energy efficiency; literature review

1. Introduction

According to the 2021 U.S. Energy Information Administration’s International Energy
Outlook, the industrial sector, including refining, mining, manufacturing, agriculture, and
construction, accounts for more than 50% of end-use energy consumption. Although it
dropped by a few percentage points in 2020, due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic,
energy consumption is projected to increase from its current 245 quadrillion British thermal
units (BTUs) to over 360 quadrillion BTUs in 2050 (a 45% increase) [1].

Due to a steady increase in both energy demand and environmental awareness, the
industrial sector faces additional challenges, including stricter regulations and volatile
energy costs. Thus, manufacturing companies need to reduce their energy consumption,
which can be accomplished through the use of new equipment and better process and
product design. However, researchers have proved energy-efficient scheduling to be an
effective way of reducing energy consumption. Additionally, energy-efficient scheduling
has the advantage of not requiring a significant investment, if at all, which is particularly
relevant for small and medium enterprises [2–6].

Scheduling is the process of allocating scarce resources to tasks over time, and it is
one of the success factors of a manufacturing system since it may have a considerable
impact on the system performance. Energy-efficient scheduling attempts to lower energy
consumption while providing the same level of service.

In recent years, several researchers have addressed energy-efficient scheduling prob-
lems, some by imposing energy-related constraints or objectives [7–22] and others by
extending the scope of problem decisions to include equipment status [23–29], equip-
ment working speed [30–34], and time slot allocation [35–38]. We review all works on
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energy-efficient job shop scheduling problems, regardless of how energy consumption is
approached (optimized or restricted) and how energy consumption is changed (equipment
status or working speed).

The purpose of this work is to provide a comprehensive review of the main research
efforts and achievements regarding energy-efficient scheduling in job shop manufacturing
systems, with an emphasis on metaheuristic approaches. Additionally, it can be further
regarded as an essential update and extension of existing reviews, providing a structured
guideline for future practices and research. Lastly, it also aims at facilitating solution
comparisons in future work by creating a publicly available library of benchmark instances
of energy-efficient job shop scheduling problems.

Scheduling problems in manufacturing systems are, in general, NP-hard; thus, their
energy-efficient versions are also NP-hard [39]. Exact optimization approaches can only
solve efficiently small-sized problem instances. Therefore, most of the literature proposes
(meta)heuristic solution approaches.

Although there is a large number of interesting manufacturing scheduling problems,
this review focuses on the job shop manufacturing environment, as a large and important
segment of the industry uses such a shop floor type. The classical job shop scheduling
problem (JSP) comprises a set of jobs and a set of machines. Each job consists of a sequence
of manufacturing operations that must be processed in a given order. The JSP considers
that each operation must be processed on a given machine. In contrast, in the flexible job
shop scheduling problem (FJSP), there are several machines that can process each operation
of each job. Therefore, to solve the FJSP, one also has to determine which machine processes
each operation (i.e., job routing).

The increasing number of publications concerned with sustainable manufacturing has
led to the publication of several reviews. As described in [3], early reviews focus on con-
cepts and technologies, and more recent ones address (i) specific aspects of energy-aware
production planning, such as power load scheduling [40], electric storage systems [41],
smart grid [42], and waste minimization [43]; (ii) specific approaches, such as approaches
in multi-objective environments [44], simulation [45], and machine learning [46]; (iii) sus-
tainable practices [43,47,48]; or (iv) general manufacturing systems [3–6,44].

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: (i) to collect in a
single source all recent relevant contributions to energy-efficient scheduling in job shop
manufacturing systems, (ii) to summarize current research findings, (iii) to outline the
significance of the work done in a range of contexts, (iv) to identify possible future research
directions, and (v) to create and make available to the research community a web-library
with existing data sets that can be used as benchmark instances in future studies.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the scope of this
review and the criteria used to select the papers. In Section 3, we provide a brief analysis of
the 172 papers reviewed, and in Section 4, we discuss the different features incorporated
in recent energy-efficient scheduling research. Section 5 presents solution approaches
developed for energy-efficient scheduling problems in job shop environments. Moreover,
in Section 6, we provide a review of the literature benchmark problem instances. Finally,
literature gaps, topics for future research, and some conclusion remarks are presented in
Section 7.

2. Review Scope and Methodology

Scheduling problems involving energy have been increasingly attracting the attention
of researchers and practitioners. Due to the large volume of literature, we focus on the pa-
pers published in English that explicitly address energy efficiency and propose scheduling
methods within job shop manufacturing systems. In other words, the papers considering
sustainability objectives other than energy efficiency are outside the scope of this work. (For
a detailed breakdown of the various research clusters regarding sustainable manufacturing,
the reader is referred to [5,43]). Also out of the scope of this review are works tackling
higher levels of decision making (mid- and long-term), such as logistics, supply chain
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management, and business management, even if focusing on energy efficiency. (A review
on such works can be found in [49]). Finally, our search is limited to journal papers and
book chapters, thus excluding publications in the form of conference proceedings.

The review process used consists of the following six stages:

i. scope definition—described in the previous paragraphs;
ii. keywords definition—extracted from recent literature (review and research papers)

by a heuristic search;
iii. structured search (data gathering)—bibliographic databases were searched using the

keywords found in stage ii (in a generic format and considering both American and
English spellings) and considering the date range 2011–2022;

iv. data structuring and organizing—the sets of records resulting from the structured
search were then combined, screened, and cleaned as explained below;

v. search expansion (additional data gathering by backward/forward reference search)—
works citing and works cited by the set of works resulting from stage iv were added,
and the new set of records was then subject to structuring and organizing (stages iv
and v were repeated several times until the set of records remained unchanged); and

vi. bibliography classification and analysis—reported in the following sections.

We searched for published papers, dating back to 2011 (note that although we con-
sidered the papers published in and after 2011, the first relevant papers were published
in 2013), that included in the title, in the abstract, or in the list of keywords the following
combinations of generic keywords (stage ii):

(“*machin*” or “production*” or “operation*”, “manufactur*” or “job-shop*” or
“jobshop*” or “job shop*”, or “flexib*”)

And (“schedul*” or “planning”)

And (“optimization*” or “optimisation*” or “*heuristic*”)

And (“energy*” or “sustainab*” or “tariff*” or “*carbon*” or “*green*”)

These keywords were selected so as to gather specifically energy-efficient manufactur-
ing scheduling works. The search was conducted on the two most well-established biblio-
graphic databases: Web of Science™ and Scopus®. To avoid missing relevant papers due to
varying authors’ keyword choices, papers were also gathered through backward/forward
reference search, including from the most recent review papers [2–5].

The literature search was performed in March 2022. In the first search (stage iii), we
collected 2179 and 2088 entries from the bibliographic databases Web of Science™ and
Scopus®, respectively.

The data structuring and organizing stage involves several steps. We started by
combining the two sets of results and removing the duplicated entries (through their
Digital Object Identifier (DOI), title, or abstract similarity), after which we were left with
2820 papers. The first round of the screening process allowed for the exclusion of about
1050 papers by automatically eliminating papers outside the scope of this work, that is,
papers mentioning a form of “flow shop”, “single machine”, “parallel machine”, “supply
chain”, or “logistic” in the title or abstract. In the second round of the screening, by reading
the title and skimming the abstracts, we excluded about 1500 papers. Thus, at the end of
stage iv, there were 270 records.

Then, based on these 270 works, we performed backward and forward reference
search (stage v), added the records found to the 270 existing ones, removed duplicates,
and screened the newly found records by reading the title and skimming the abstracts
(stage iv), and repeated the process (stages iv and v) whenever new records were found.
The number of papers that went through the final data structuring and organizing round,
in which all papers were fully read, was 310. Before moving on to the final stage of the
review process—bibliography classification and analysis—we excluded another 131 papers;
therefore, we were left with 179 papers. Since seven of these papers are reviews, we ended
up with 172 papers to be further synthesized, analyzed, and reported on. This is almost
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four times the number of JSP and FJSP papers reviewed in the most recently published
literature reviews [2–4]. Moreover, of these 172 papers, 115 have been published since 2019.

All papers are listed in a Supplementary Table attached to this paper. Although we
have analyzed and synthesized all 172 papers to draw conclusions, we review and describe
in detail a selected subset, which includes the most recent and most cited ones.

3. Literature Analysis

The first works on energy-efficient scheduling problems date back to the 1990s [4–6].
However, energy-efficient scheduling has only recently become the subject of systematic
research. Figure 1 depicts the number of papers published, between 2013 and the first
quarter of 2022, on the energy-efficient job shop problem and its variants (here and hereafter
collectively designated as EEJSPs). As can be seen, the number of publications has been
growing quickly, particularly since 2018. Between 2013 and 2018, a total of 57 such papers
were published, while between 2019 and the first quarter of 2022, this number has gone up
to 115 (more than doubling in half of the time).
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Figure 1. Number of publications, per year, on energy-efficient scheduling problems in job shop
manufacturing systems. (Early view publications were assigned to 2022.)

The 172 papers have been published in 82 journals and two different books. However,
only 15 journals have published three or more papers on EEJSPs. Overall, these 15 journals
have published 89 papers, more than half of the papers found. Table 1 reports the list of
journals and the number of papers published in each journal, including only those journals
that have published three or more papers.

We have also analyzed the usage of keywords by extracting the author keywords from
each of the papers. The 32 most repeated keywords and the number of works that use
them are depicted in Figure 2. (Please note that we have merged similar keywords and
different versions of the same keyword, such as singular and plural and different spellings,
usage of hyphenation, etc.). As expected, "flexible job shop scheduling problem” and
“job shop scheduling problem” are among the most used keywords, being first and third,
respectively. Regarding energy efficiency scheduling, four different keywords are used in
the literature, namely “energy-efficient scheduling”, “energy-saving scheduling”, “energy-
aware scheduling”, and “energy-conscious scheduling”, with the most common, by far,
being "energy-efficient scheduling" (used more frequently than all other three combined).
Three other keywords are used for this purpose, namely: “low carbon scheduling”, “green
scheduling”, and “sustainable manufacturing”; however, they are mainly used in works
concentrated on environmental and/or social objectives. The second most used keyword
is "multi-objective optimization", which is due to the fact that the most used approach to
energy efficiency is considering two or more objectives. Among the objectives considered,
the ones that are most frequently included as keywords are energy consumption and carbon
emissions. Finally, several of the keywords refer to solution approaches.
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Table 1. Publication source titles with at least three papers published between 2013 and 2022 (first
quarter) on energy-efficient scheduling problems in job shop manufacturing systems.

Source Title # Publications

Journal of Cleaner Production 24
IEEE Access 12
Computers and Industrial Engineering 6
International Journal of Production Research 6
Sustainability (Switzerland) 6
Expert Systems with Applications 4
IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and Engineering 4
International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology 4
PIMB, Part B: Journal of Engineering Manufacture 4
Swarm and Evolutionary Computation 4
Applied Soft Computing 3
International Journal of Production Economics 3
International Journal of Simulation Modelling 3
Journal of Intelligent & Fuzzy Systems 3
Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3
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Figure 2. Keyword usage (including only those keywords found in at least five works).

Of the papers reviewed, 90 propose mathematical programming models, most being
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models. There are, however, a few that propose
constraint programming (CP) and dynamic programming (DP) models. The mathematical
models are almost always introduced just to formally define the problem. Hence, they
are rarely solved, even for small-sized problem instances (see, e.g., [29]). Regarding the
proposed solution approach, 149 of the papers reviewed propose at least one metaheuristic.
This is not surprising, as EEJSPs are NP-hard in the strong sense (for further details, see
Section 5).

The papers are classified according to six criteria: shop floor type, energy efficiency
strategy, scheduling objectives, additional scheduling features, and (metaheuristic) solution
approach (see Table A1). A full classification of the reviewed papers, extending the concise
version given in Table A1, is provided as a supplementary spreadsheet table.

4. Features of the Papers on EEJSPs

A job shop environment is characterized by having several machines that are used
to process the operations of several jobs. Thus, each job must pass through (at least some
of) these machines. To solve the JSP, one needs to find the sequence of operations in each
machine, as well as the processing starting time of each operation. While in the JSP, the job
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route (i.e., the sequence of machines that each job has to go through) is predefined, in the
FJSP, one also has to determine the machine on which each operation is processed. Thus,
one also has to determine the assignment of operations to machines.

Most of the papers reviewed (about two-thirds) consider a multi-objective version
of the JSP or FJSP in which one of the objectives is energy related (typically, energy con-
sumption, energy costs, carbon emissions, or peak power consumption). Thus, in these
works, solving the problem requires the usual decisions (job sequencing and operation
start/completion time for the JSP, and also job routing for the FJSP). Then, the goodness of
a solution is evaluated by combining time- and energy-related performance measures. The
remaining one-third also incorporates additional problem features that lead to additional
decision-making variables, namely: machine status, whenever machines can be turned
off; machine processing speed, whenever the processing speed can be chosen; and time
slot allocation, whenever the scheduling horizon is divided into slots according to energy
prices. This section classifies the papers reviewed in terms of the main features impacting
the decision-making process.

4.1. Shop Floor

The shop floor type is the main feature when distinguishing problem type. This review
only considers job shop environments. Nevertheless, whenever relevant, we clearly dis-
tinguish the JSP from the FJSP, since the latter encompasses the additional flexibility of
choosing the machine that processes each operation. Therefore, there is more room to
search for better strategies with regard to energy consumption. As illustrated in Figure 3,
about two-thirds of the papers (113 out of 172) consider job routing flexibility. Additionally,
it can also be seen that the number of papers on energy-efficient FJSP is growing faster
than that of energy-efficient JSP, particularly in the most recent years. The main reasons for
such a trend are likely to be i) the new advancements in manufacturing technology (also
related to the development of Industry 4.0) and ii) the natural opportunities that the job
routing choice provides regarding energy efficiency (different machines may have different
characteristics, such as processing time, power consumption, etc.).

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

FJSP JSP

Figure 3. Number of publications, per year, addressing energy-efficient JSPs and FJSPs.

4.2. Strategies for Energy Efficiency

In the EEJSPs literature, three main strategies have been used to improve energy
efficiency, namely: (i) control machines working speed (speed adjustment), (ii) schedule
tasks under time-dependent energy prices (time of use, real-time pricing, and critical peak
pricing), and (iii) switch machines to a power-saving mode while idle (e.g., turning them
off). While under the first and second strategies, one needs to balance energy consumption
and production time (e.g., makespan, tardiness, and earliness), under the third strategy,
energy savings from resorting to the use of a power-saving mode need to be balanced with
energy requirements to restart and warm up the resources.
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The first strategy acts on power consumption, which clearly impacts processing energy
consumption. Additionally, it may also impact non-processing energy consumption, as
speeding up or slowing down a machine while processing an operation may reduce its idle
time or the idle time of the machine processing the next operation of the corresponding job.
Moreover, speeding up or slowing down a machine while processing an operation impacts
the operation completion time, which in turn may impact the job completion time, and
even the completion time of the whole set of jobs (makespan).

In contrast, the third strategy addresses non-processing energy consumption only. The
additional decisions of switching machines into a power-saving mode between consecutive
operations result solely from whether the energy consumption during the idle time is
larger than that required for warming up the machine. Such a strategy does not affect
completion times.

The second strategy is related to energy supply characteristics, in particular its price.
Scheduling under variable prices may have different impacts, depending on the chosen
performance metric (i.e., objective function). For example, minimizing energy consump-
tion and minimizing energy costs can lead to quite different schedules. A change in the
consumption pattern by shifting electricity usage from a high-cost period to a low-cost
period can lead to cost savings, even if the total energy consumption remains the same.
This strategy needs to account for completion times, as shifting electricity usage implies
delaying operation completion time.

Out of the 172 papers reviewed (59 on the JSP and 113 on the FJSP), 113 papers take
energy efficiency into consideration just by including either an energy-related objective
function or energy-related constraints. The remaining 59 papers incorporate at least one of
the above-mentioned energy efficiency strategies. Indeed, six papers consider two such
strategies simultaneously. Furthermore, energy efficiency strategies are more popular
in works on the JSP than on the FJSP; they are considered in 31 JSP papers (53% of the
59 such papers) and in 28 FJSP papers (25% of the 113 such papers). This is most likely
due to the FJSP’s built-in energy-saving opportunities (see Section 4.1 for further details).
Figure 4 summarizes these observations. Recall that six publications, one on the JSP and
five on the FJSP, include two strategies each. Since we provided the number of publications
incorporating each of the three strategies, these six papers are counted twice.

In the remainder of this subsection, we discuss only the 59 papers that incorporate
energy efficiency strategies.

Several authors have resorted to the speed adjusting strategy; however, only machine
processing speed (MS) has been considered (see, e.g., [24,30,31,33,50–53]). The exception
is the work in [54] that considers simultaneously adjusting the machine processing speed
and the vehicle traveling speed. By adjusting the working speed of some resources, one
may reduce energy consumption without impacting productivity. For example, non-critical
resources (resources finishing their activities ahead of time) can perform some of their
activities at a lower speed without impacting the job completion time or makespan, while
reducing the energy consumption associated with those activities. Additionally, by reducing
the processing speed of some activities, a reduction in nonproductive energy consumption
may also be accomplished, since the idle time of those and/or other resources may be
reduced. (Usually, performing activities at a lower speed requires a lower power demand
and thus lower energy consumption). Machine speed adjustment stands out, by far, as the
most used energy-saving strategy. About 60% of the papers, addressing either a JSP or a
FJSP version extending its original scope, consider adjusting the machine processing speed
(22 regarding the JSP and 14 the FJSP).
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Figure 4. Number of JSP and FJSP publications incorporating energy-efficient strategies
(MS—machine speed adjustment, I/O—turn-on and turn-off status, EVP—energy variable price).

Electricity suppliers have been adopting time-varying pricing schemes to incentivize
users to shift electricity consumption from high-demand periods to lower-demand ones, im-
proving the reliability and efficiency of the electrical power grids, as well as reducing carbon
emissions in electricity generation. Therefore, a new trend in the research on EEJSPs, which
optimizes energy costs by taking advantage of such incentives, has emerged [35,36,38].
Researchers usually resort to discrete time formulations that divide the scheduling horizon
into time slots with equal duration, each having a predefined energy cost. Manufacturing
activities are then allocated to and scheduled in these slots such that the total energy cost
is minimized. However, under time-dependent energy prices, lower energy costs may
be accomplished by changing the demand pattern rather than by consuming less energy.
Hence, researchers typically simultaneously consider a time-related objective. This line of
work is very recent, and it has been considered in only eight papers (three on the JSP and
five on the FJSP).

The third strategy has been considered in 21 papers. Some of these papers include
decisions on turning machines off while idle (e.g., [24–29,55–57]), and others on switching
them to a stand-by mode (e.g., [58–61]). These works balance the energy saved from not
having the machines running idle with that required to restart or warm up the machines,
depending on whether the machines are switched off or switched to a power-saving mode,
respectively. In order to do so, most authors consider a switch on time and a switch on
power consumption, which are then used to compute a switch on energy consumption
(e.g., [23,24,27–29]). Some of these works even consider that the switch on time and
power depend on whether the machine was previously on a standby mode or switched off
(e.g., [26,61]). Other authors pre-calculate, for each machine, a break-even time period for
which turning the machine off and on is economically justifiable. Then, for each machine,
whenever the time between two consecutive operations (i.e., the time between starting an
operation and ending its immediate predecessor on the same machine) exceeds the break-
even time, the machine is switched off (e.g., [25,56,57]). A few of these papers are more
realistic, as they also include machine transition states such as warming up and ramping
down, often through the consideration of sequence-dependent setup times (SDST) [35,62].

4.3. Energy Efficiency Objective Functions

The most common approach to the EEJSPs is to solve the JSP or the FJSP while
optimizing an energy-related objective function. However, a few papers address en-
ergy efficiency concerns by imposing an upper limit on the total energy consumption
(e.g., [21,22,34,63,64]) or on the peak power consumption (e.g., [65–68]). Of the 172 papers
reviewed, 163 consider energy-related objective function(s). Although some of them also
incorporate energy efficiency strategies, most find solutions to the original problem (JSP or
FJSP) and then use an energy-related performance measure to evaluate the quality of the
solutions found (113 papers).
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Overall, four different energy objective functions have been considered, namely:
E—total energy consumption, EC—total energy cost, TC—total carbon emissions, and
PP—peak power consumption. Most of these 163 papers, about two-thirds, minimize the
total energy consumption. In contrast, just two papers [69,70] minimize the peak power
consumption. The minimization of the total energy cost and of the total carbon emissions
have been considered more recently. Nevertheless, they already account for about 16% and
14% of the 163 papers, respectively.

To calculate the total energy consumption of the manufacturing system, researchers
consider three to five types of consumption, namely machine processing energy (P), ma-
chine idle energy (Id), machine setup energy (S), job transport energy (Tr), and indirect
energy (In), as well as energy associated with auxiliary equipment [71–76], coolant and
lubricant [77], and keeping room temperature constant and lighting [29,78].

The calculation of the energy consumption is very similar for the different types of
consumption, mainly differing on the values used for the parameters. The mathematical
expression for the total energy consumption, considering all five consumption types, is
provided in Equation (1).

E = ∑
m∈M

∑
j∈Jm

(
pP

mjt
P
mj + pId

m tId
m + pS

mjt
S
mj

)
+ ∑

v∈V
∑
j∈Jv

(
pTre tTre

j + pTrl tTrl
j

)
+ pIncmax. (1)

where M is the set of machines; Jm is the set of operations to be processed on machine
m ∈ M; pP

mj, pId
m , and pS

mj are, respectively, the power consumption of machine m when

processing operation j, when idle, and when being setup for operation j; and tP
mj, tId

m ,

and tS
mj are the corresponding times. The energy required to transport the job to have

operation j processed includes the empty travel energy to pickup the job (from the position
where the vehicle finished its last task to the position where the job’s previous operation
was processed) and the loaded travel energy to deliver the job to where operation j is
to be processed. Thus, tTre

j and tTrl
j are, respectively, the empty and loaded travel times

associated with operation j, and pTre and pTrl are the vehicles’ power requirements when
traveling empty and loaded, respectively. We assume that the vehicles are equipped with
automatic start-stop technology; thus, there is no consumption while idle. (Note that,
usually, all vehicles have the same power requirements, which do not depend on the
job being transported). The indirect power consumption pIn is constant throughout the
completion time of all jobs Cmax.

The calculation of the energy costs and the calculation of the carbon emissions are
typically based on the total energy consumed, as given in Equations (2) and (3), where
λco and λc are, respectively, the coefficients that convert the consumed energy into carbon
emissions and monetary units.

EC = λcE, (2)

TC = λcoE. (3)

Regarding peak power consumption, the two works that minimized it do not provide
any mathematical expression for PP. However, it should be as given in Equation (4),
or at least similar, since it calculates the maximum instantaneous power consumption
considering all five types of consumption.

PP = max
t≤Cmax

{
∑

m∈M
∑

j∈Jm

(
pP

mjx
t
mj + pId

m yt
m + pS

mjz
t
mj

)
+ ∑

v∈V

(
pTre uTre

v + pTrl wTrl
v

)
+ pIn

}
. (4)

where xt
mj, yt

m, and zt
mj are binary variables that take the value 1 if at time t machine m is

processing operation j, is idle, or is being set up to process an operation j, respectively, and
zero otherwise. Similarly, uTre

v and wTrl
v are binary variables that take the value 1 if at time t
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vehicle v is traveling loaded or empty, respectively, and zero otherwise. (Recall that we are
assuming the vehicles to be equipped with automatic start-stop technology).

Figure 5 shows the classification of the 161 papers addressing EEJSPs by optimizing
energy-related objective functions regarding the objective function considered (E, EC, and
TC), the problem addressed (JSP and FJSP), and the type of energy consumption included
(P, Id, S, Tr, and In). (Note that most authors consider just some of the energy consumption
types.) The papers on peak power consumption are excluded from this figure, since there
are only two [69,70] and both consider only processing energy consumption. Figure 5 has
three circles: the innermost circle depicts, in parentheses, the number of papers considering
each of the energy efficiency objective functions; the middle circle shows the number of
papers on the JSP and on the FJSP for each of the objectives considered in the inner circle;
and the outer circle depicts the percentage of papers that consider each of the energy
consumption types for each problem type (middle circle) and each objective function (inner
circle). Note that since several papers consider more than one energy consumption type,
the total percentage value for each category is greater than 100%, and that the percentages
refer to the 161 papers being analyzed in this subsection.

Figure 5. Paper classification regarding energy efficiency objective functions and their components
for JSPs and FSJPs. (The areas are not to scale.)
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Ascan be seen in Figure 5, almost all works consider machine processing energy (P).
Its minimization is mainly tackled through speed adjustment in JSPs (e.g., [30,33,79–81])
and through job routing in FJSPs (e.g., [7–11,13–16,63,82]).

The second most commonly considered energy consumption type is machine idle
energy, that is, the energy consumed by machines when they are running idle or when
they are switched to a standby mode [7,23,24,26,30,31]. Quite often, machines that are idle
between consecutive operations are not turned off. On the one hand, frequently turning
machines on and off leads to additional degradation. On the other hand, some machines
require a non-negligible setup time and/or cost when turned back on.

Setup energy is quite often disregarded as, typically, setup times are either disregarded
or accounted for in the operation processing times. However, some studies consider setup
times explicitly, as well as the associated energy consumption [35,50,62]. Additionally,
some authors consider that setup energy consumption (S) includes not only the energy
required to exchange tools and machine settings between consecutive operations, but also
the energy required to change the state of the machines (e.g., warming up and ramping
down) [11,24–26].

The energy required to transport the jobs around the shop floor is also accounted for
by six papers addressing the JSP and by 28 papers addressing the FJSP. However, since no
limitation and/or scheduling decisions are considered, job transport time is equivalent to
sequence-dependent setup time, and thus the job transport energy could be considered
as setup energy (e.g., [11,16,73,83–86]). Nevertheless, there are a few exceptions. Some
authors [37,38,85,87–92] schedule transport and take into account the energy required to
load/unload vehicles, and others [93–98] consider the energy required to transport the jobs
between geographically distributed facilities.

Finally, the least considered energy consumption type is indirect energy, which is
usually due to auxiliary equipment (e.g., [14,29,80,99]). Some works consider the indirect
energy consumption to be proportional to the makespan, and thus a single objective
function is used to minimize the makespan and the energy consumption (e.g., [72,76,100]).

Figure 6 depicts the yearly evolution of the number of papers that consider each of
the five energy consumption types. It is clear that the number of publications considering
energy consumption has been growing significantly. In particular, the number of papers
considering the energy consumed by transport resources has grown quite impressively;
the number of such studies published in 2021 is almost the same as those published over
the previous four years. In contrast, the number of papers considering indirect energy
consumption has recently been decreasing.
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Figure 6. Number of papers published, per year, that include each of the five energy consumption types.
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4.4. Other Objective Functions

About 81% of the reviewed papers include more than one objective function, thus
addressing a multi-objective version of the problem. The objective functions considered
include an energy efficiency objective function and at least one additional objective function.
The latter is typically related to performance objectives (e.g., makespan, earliness, or
tardiness) and/or to economic objectives (e.g., production costs).

The makespan (Cmax) is the time required to complete all operations of all jobs and
is the most frequently considered objective function. In fact, it is optimized in about 64%
of the reviewed papers (e.g., [7,24,26,32,33]). A closely related objective that is sometimes
considered is the total processing time, which is given by the sum, over all jobs and all
operations, of the operation processing time (e.g., [8,101]).

The second most frequently considered objective is the tardiness, which measures the
difference between the job due date and the job completion time. About 20% of the reviewed
papers optimize some form of tardiness, namely: total tardiness (T) (e.g., [9,63,102–104]),
total weighted tardiness (wT) (e.g., [21,23,25,30,105]), total weighted tardiness and earliness
(wTE) [59,69,97], tardiness cost (Tcost) [86,106], mean tardiness (T) [107], and maximum
tardiness (Tmax) [108,109].

Regarding economic objectives, the most frequently considered one is the total produc-
tion cost (PC), which is optimized in about 13% of the studies. The costs accounted for in-
clude costs of human resources [13,35,110,111], raw materials [73,112], maintenance [73,113],
transportation [88], and processing [97,114,115]. Other economic objectives include penalty
costs associated with earliness and/or tardiness [22,97,106], machine under- and over-
utilization [38], and customer dissatisfaction [116].

Besides the performance and economy objectives, a few other objectives have been
considered, although in just a very small number of papers. These include machine
performance goals such as machines workload (ML) [16,31,35], rescheduling disruption
(RD) [57,103], machines’ fault probability (FP) [117], and system reliability (Rel) [8,51];
product-related goals such as work in process (WIP) [16], raw material usage (RM) [64],
quality and defective rate (Q) [19,22], and customer satisfaction (CuS) [35]; and social
objectives, included mainly through working conditions such as noise level (N) [32,101,118],
ergonomic risk (Erg) [119], and vibration (Vib) [101].

Although some works simultaneously include environmental (energy), economic
(makespan), and social (noise) objectives, not many do so. This is further discussed in
Section 5.4.

4.5. Additional Scheduling Problems

As seen, most of the reviewed papers address the EEJSP by just including additional
objectives. Thus, the problem being solved is still the JSP or the FJSP. Nevertheless, energy-
efficient solutions are obtained, as the objective functions include at least one energy
metric. In contrast, some works extend the scope of the addressed problem by considering
additional problem features that require additional decision making. We have already
discussed the works that do so by adjusting machine speed, by switching the machine
status, or by considering time slots with different prices. Here, we discuss works that
include, simultaneously, decisions on other resources or other activities.

Problems simultaneously scheduling machines and workers consider several workers
with different skills. Additionally, due to the complexity of the machines, each worker
can only operate a subset of the existing machines. Furthermore, each operation may
require different worker skills, thus not all workers can perform all operations. Finally,
each operation can only be processed on a subset of the existing machines. Therefore, when
scheduling an operation, one has to look for an available machine among the ones that can
process the operation and also for an available worker that can perform the operation and
can operate the chosen machine. Although workers do not impose energy consumption,
they may impose constraints on the operations schedule, which in turn may lead to a higher
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energy consumption. Such problems have been addressed while minimizing processing
energy consumption [13,15,119,120] and while minimizing carbon emissions [111].

Another line of research considers problems in which both the machines that process
the operations and the vehicles that transport the jobs have to be scheduled simultaneously.
The transportation imposes its own additional energy requirements, as vehicles need to
move around the shop floor. Transportation may also lead to a more energy-consuming
schedule due to the required synchronization of machines and vehicles [37,87,88,90,94].
The vast majority of the studies either disregard transportation or consider that transport
time is included in the processing time; consequently, a job can be processed on the
next machine immediately after its completion on the previous one. Others assume a
transport time between the machines and also that the job can be transported immediately
after the completion of the operation. Such an assumption implies the existence of an
unlimited number of vehicles, which is unrealistic. Energy consumption associated with
transportation cannot be ignored, and it can be optimized by a proper scheduling scheme.

The performance of machines degrades, naturally, as a result of aging and wear, which
leads to a decrease in performance (quality and speed) and reliability (faults and failures).
Thus, some authors consider preventive maintenance, which has to be scheduled together
with the manufacturing operations [8,73,87,105]. The purpose of such integration is twofold:
to maintain the performance of machines at an acceptable level (which also reduces the
energy consumption), and to minimize the energy consumed by maintenance activities.

Other subproblems that impact the total energy consumption have been considered,
although less frequently: layout optimization (LOP) [86,89]—machine location (and reallo-
cation) is determined at the same time that the manufacturing operations are scheduled;
job process planning (JPP) [14]—job routing is chosen from a set of predefined job routes;
batch scheduling (BS) [62]—machines are set up to process a batch of similar operations;
and distributed manufacturing scheduling (DMS) [93,94,98,121,122]—operations may be
processed on machines that are located in different factories, which are geographically dis-
tributed. Among these, we highlight the last two, since they address non-identical factories
and consider the three pillars of sustainability (economic, social, and environmental), thus
complying with the triple bottom line principle.

5. Solution Approaches

Energy-efficient job shop problems are NP-hard in the strong sense since they extend a
well-known NP-hard problem, the JSP [39]. Thus, exact methods may not be able to obtain
an optimal solution within a reasonable amount of (computation) time. Additionally, they
may not even be able to find a feasible solution, particularly in the presence of problem
instances of a realistic size. Therefore, the majority of the studies propose approximate
solution methods that are capable of finding good quality solutions quickly, but do not
ensure optimality.

The solution approaches proposed include heuristics, metaheuristics, and hybrid
metaheuristics. While heuristics exploit problem-dependent information to find a good
solution to a specific problem, metaheuristics are general algorithms that can be applied to
a broad range of problems.

5.1. Heuristic Methods

Heuristic methods are designed for a specific problem and take advantage of the
problem characteristics as well as previous experience with the problem. They are capable of
finding feasible solutions very quickly, which are often reasonably good. Hence, heuristics
may be used on their own to find feasible solutions quickly; this is particularly relevant in
the presence of a very short time-frame or deadline. On the other hand, they may be used
together with or embedded in other optimization algorithms. Metaheuristic approaches
frequently resort to heuristics to generate initial solutions and/or to try to improve the
solutions they found. The latter results in hybrid metaheuristics (see Subsection 5.3).
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In the papers reviewed, heuristics have been proposed for dynamic EEJSPs, as these
involve finding schedules in real time in response to uncertainties in customer demand,
resource availability, energy disruptions, and more. Quite often, researchers designate such
approaches as real-time reactive scheduling. The progress in the Internet of manufacturing
things (IoMT) is facilitating the availability of information, particularly in real time; hence,
dynamic scheduling (DS) has recently been capturing more research attention. About 14%
of the papers reviewed propose DS approaches, which were implemented by resorting to
heuristic methods (5 papers were published in 2018 or earlier, and 19 were published in
and after 2019). DS has been implemented by using two main strategies to react to real-time
events: full schedule reconstruction [21] and specific schedule changes addressing only the
disrupted resources and impacted tasks (e.g., [57,92,123,124]).

For example, in [123], a reactive heuristic is used to identify the disrupted resources
(machines or vehicles) and to reassign the impacted tasks. The authors reassign each
impacted task to the (possible) resource that cumulatively satisfies: (i) smallest operating
time or earliest completion time, (ii) lowest energy consumption, and (iii) smallest slack
time and highest energy consumption during idle time. Another reactive heuristic is
proposed in [57]. In this case, the need for dynamic scheduling is due to the arrival of
new jobs. Whenever a new job arrives, its operations are tentatively inserted into the
machines’ idle time, shifting the previously assigned operations to a later time if necessary
and possible without compromising the makespan; otherwise, they are sequenced as the
last tasks of the machines.

An alternative and interesting approach to deal with uncertainty is to model it ex-
plicitly by resorting, for example, to fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy arithmetic is a powerful
tool to introduce uncertainty into mathematical models. Some of the reviewed papers,
though not many, use triangular fuzzy numbers to model uncertainty regarding process-
ing times [104,125,126] and setup times and defective product rate [37]. On the other
hand, in [127], the uncertainty associated with delivery times is modeled through trape-
zoidal fuzzy numbers. A recent discussion on sources of uncertainty in scheduling can
be found in [128], although for a different problem. They propose a multi-attribute fuzzy
decision-making approach to the disassembly scheduling problem under uncertainty. This
problem has a relevant impact on the environment since it allows one to obtain parts or
sub-assemblies from end-of-life products.

Several of the metaheuristics proposed (see Subsection 5.2) resort to a heuristic to
obtain initial solutions rather than generate them randomly. Recall that metaheuristics
are general purpose algorithms and do not take advantage of the problem characteristics.
Thus, having good initial solutions typically enhances their performance. Many authors
have used heuristics, mainly constructive heuristics, to obtain initial solution(s). For
example, [80] proposes a whale optimization algorithm (WOA) for the JSP with speed-
adjustable machines. An initial population of solutions is obtained by combining some
randomly generated solutions with solutions obtained by dispatch rules. The latter are
randomly selected from the following four: (i) schedule (the first available operation of) the
job with the largest remaining processing time, (ii) schedule (the first available operation
of) the job with the most operations remaining, (iii) schedule (the first available operation
of) the job with the shortest total processing time, and (iv) schedule (the first available
operation of) the job with the longest total processing time. The processing speed is always
randomly assigned to the each operation.

5.2. Metaheuristics

Metaheuristics are high-level iterative processes that guide the search over the solution
space. They may consider a single solution or a collection of solutions (population of
solutions). Single-solution metaheuristics are trajectory-based, while multiple solution
ones can mainly be divided into evolutionary-based and nature-inspired. The latter are
sometimes categorized as bio-inspired (e.g., ant colony optimization), human-based (e.g.,
imperialistic competitive algorithm), swarm-based (e.g., particle swarm optimization),
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physics/chemistry-based (e.g., electromagnetism), and other less known and less used
categories. The search process is stochastic in nature, and its efficiency and effectiveness
are closely related to a trade-off between exploitation (intensive search of a promising area)
and exploration (wide search of the solution space in the search of new areas).

Single-solution metaheuristics iteratively modify a single candidate solution in the
hope of finding a better solution in its neighborhood. Thus, this type of algorithm is
exploitation-oriented and can get trapped into a local optimum. However, they are all
enhancements of the basic local search procedure since they are probabilistic in nature.
On the one hand, the modification to apply to the candidate solution is probabilistic,
and on the other hand, worse candidate solutions are sometimes accepted. Simulated
annealing (SA) [129], one of the most well-known single-solution metaheuristics, borrows
concepts from the physical annealing of metals. To find a new solution, SA moves in the
search space by taking steps of a random but constrained size from the candidate solution.
If the new solution is better than the candidate one, then it replaces the candidate one.
A worse solution is probabilistically accepted; the acceptance probability is a function
of how long the algorithm has been run for and of how much worse the new solution
is. Other well-known single-solution metaheuristics are iterated local search (ILS) [130],
variable neighborhood search (VNS) [131], and Tabu search (TS) [132].

Over the years, many evolutionary-based metaheuristics have been proposed. Among
the most popular and best performing are genetic algorithms (GAs) [133]. A GA evolves a
population of solutions along several generations through natural selection and genetics.
Solutions are randomly selected for reproduction in order to produce offspring (new
solutions), which inherit the characteristics of the parents. The offspring are then added
to the next generation. Although the selection is random, following on Darwin’s theory
of natural evolution, better solutions are given a higher probability of being chosen for
reproduction. By doing so, the characteristics of good solutions are more likely to be
preserved as new solutions are obtained by copying the genes of the parents. A crossover
operator is used to defined which genes are inherited from which parent. Additionally,
some solutions are changed through mutation in order to maintain diversity and prevent
premature convergence.

Nature-inspired metaheuristics search the solution space by imitating natural phe-
nomena such as the behavior and interaction in bird flocking, fish schooling, foraging bees,
flower pollination, and so on. Many such algorithms have been proposed and used in a vari-
ety of applications. The literature on this type of metaheuristic is rapidly expanding. One of
the most popular nature-inspired metaheuristics is particle swarm optimization (PSO) [134],
which was originally devised for continuous optimization problems. PSO works with a col-
lection of solutions, termed particles, that are moved around the search space by changing
the position and velocity of each particle. The movement of each particle is influenced by
its own experience (its best previous position) and the experience of its neighbors (the best
previous position in the neighborhood), moving the swarm toward the best solutions.

Metaheuristics are proposed in 149 of the 172 reviewed papers. Evolutionary-based
metaheuristics are the most popular, with 64% of the papers proposing them, followed by
nature-inspired metaheuristics, which are proposed in 29% of the papers. Single-solution
metaheuristics are proposed in 7% of the papers.

Overall, the papers reviewed propose 38 different metaheuristics to find solutions to
EEJSPs. Although in some papers more than one metaheuristic is implemented, we only
count one metaheuristic per paper—the one proposed and described in detail.

Figure 7 shows the metaheuristics proposed, as well as the number of papers proposing
each one of them (including only those proposed in two or more papers). Genetic algorithms
are by far the most used metaheuristic; over 53% of the proposed metaheuristics are GAs.
Additionally, there are over 13 times more papers proposing GAs than papers proposing
imperialistic competitive algorithms, the second most proposed approach.
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Figure 7. Metaheuristics proposed for EEJSPs and number of papers proposing them (including only
those proposed in two or more papers). (The list of abbreviations provides the full name of every
algorithm.)

Hybrid metaheuristics have also been proposed for EEJSPs, and they are discussed next.

5.3. Hybrid Metaheuristics

Over the years, many metaheuristic algorithms combining various algorithmic compo-
nents have been reported. Such algorithms are commonly referred to as hybrid metaheuris-
tics. The main motivation behind the hybridization of different algorithms is to exploit the
complementary character of different optimization strategies, thus taking advantage of their
synergies. In fact, the hybridization of metaheuristics is a widespread practice, especially
in what concerns the use of local search methods within population-based metaheuristics,
regardless of whether they are evolutionary-based or nature-inspired. Metaheuristics,
although good at exploring the search space and identifying areas with high-quality solu-
tions, are usually less effective at exploiting the accumulated search experience, that is, at
finding the best solutions within these high-quality areas. Therefore, local search is used
to refine the solutions that are generated during the search process, as its strength is the
capability of quickly searching the vicinity of a given solution.

Hybrid metaheuristics are proposed in almost 17% of the reviewed papers, the most
common being the hybridization of GAs and local search procedures. For example, Zhang
and Chiong [30] embed an ILS procedure within a multi-objective GA (moGA) to minimize
wT and E in a JSP with speed-adjustable machines. The GA evolves the population of
solutions through the usual genetic operators, and at each generation, the ILS attempts to
improve the generation’s best solutions by searching for better ones in their neighborhood
using three different strategies. At each generation, the solutions are partitioned into a
series of Pareto ranks, and then solutions in each rank are sorted. Let set B consist of the
solutions in the top half, and let wTm and Em be, respectively, the median values of wT and
E of the solutions in set B. Set B is partitioned into four subsets, namely: B1, which consists
of the solutions with wT at least as good as the median value and E worse than the median
value (i.e., wT ≤ wTm and E > Em); B2, which consists of the solutions with wT > wTm
and E ≤ Em; B3, which consists of the solutions with wT ≤ wTm and E ≤ Em; and B4,
which consists of the solutions with wT > wTm and E > Em. Then, the neighborhood of
the solutions in subset B1 (biased toward wT) is explored through a heuristic in which the
sequence of a pair of operations on a critical machine are swapped while their processing
speeds remain unchanged. To attempt to improve the solutions in subset B2 (biased toward
E), the processing speed of non-critical operations is decreased. The two heuristics are
applied sequentially to the solutions in subset B3, and no local search is applied to the
solutions in subset B4. A similar idea is pursued in [16], which divides the population into
four subsets, each associated with the best solutions regarding each of the four objective
functions considered, and attempts to find better solutions in each subset by improving
the corresponding objective. In [135], two local search strategies are used: one to change
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the operation starting time to cheaper periods (under EVP prices) and another to insert a
random operation of a tardy job into an earlier position.

Similar strategies have been proposed in [8] for the FJSP, in [24,53] for the FJSP with
speed-adjustable machines, and in [93] for the JSP with speed-adjustable machines. In all of
them, a GA is used to find and rank feasible solutions and to evolve the populations. Then,
at each generation, the neighborhood of the best solutions is searched for in an attempt
to find better solutions. While [8] resorts to an SA algorithm that randomly selects an
operation to be reinserted at a random position and randomly swaps the selected elements
of two operations, [24] reassigns critical operations (operations of a last completed job)
to machines that can process them sooner and slows down non-critical operations as
long as the makespan remains unaffected; and [93] swaps two operations on a critical
machine (a last finishing machine), increases the processing speed of a randomly selected
critical operation, and decreases the processing speed of a randomly selected operation of
a first complete job. A different strategy for hybridizing local search is proposed in [63],
which hybridizes an ICA and a VNS algorithm. Since, in the problem they address, an
energy upper limit is imposed, generating feasible solutions can be quite time consuming.
Therefore, the ICA finds good solutions, while disregarding the energy upper limit (i.e.,
solutions with good makespan values that may be infeasible regarding the energy limit).
The VNS is then used to search for solutions that comply with the energy upper limit, in
the neighborhood of the set of non-dominated solutions.

Dai et al. [11] propose a different approach to hybridize a GA, a PSO, and an SA, as the
PSO and the SA are used within and as a replacement for the genetic operators, respectively.
The GA crossover operator uses the PSO information-sharing mechanism to generate
offspring that inherit some genes from the best global solution and the remaining ones
from the parents. The mutation operator is replaced by a simulated annealing algorithm.
Other examples include hybridizing GA and PSO [10,74], PSO and SA [86], and GA and
TS [95], among others.

5.4. Multi-Objective Algorithms

In single-objective optimization, we seek to find an optimal solution, and the superiority
of a solution over other solutions is easily determined by comparing their objective function
values. In contrast, in multi-objective optimization, we are looking for a set of solutions (rather
than just one). These solutions define the best trade-offs between conflicting objectives. The
goodness of a solution is determined by the concept of dominance. A solution dominates
another solution if it is strictly better in at least one objective, and not worse in any of the
remaining objectives. Ideally, we would like to find the Pareto-optimal set, that is, all solutions
of the entire feasible decision space that are non-dominated. Usually, however, that is not
possible. Thus, the objective becomes to find a set of diverse solutions that approximate the
Pareto-optimal front, which is the boundary defined by the Pareto-optimal set.

From the 172 papers reviewed, 139 consider a multi-objective version of the problem
tackled. The number of objective functions considered ranges from two to five. However,
most papers consider either two or three. The most common multi-objective problem
versions consider the minimization of the total energy consumption E and of the makespan
Cmax (about 32% of the papers). Nevertheless, other combinations of objective functions
have been considered. Table 2 reports the combinations of objective functions used in
multi-objective approaches, as well as how many papers used each one (including only
combinations used in three or more papers).
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Table 2. Number of papers considering multi-objective functions combining non-energy-related
functions (Objother) with energy-related functions (ObjEE) (including only those considered in at least
three papers).

Objother
ObjEE

E EC TC

Cmax 45 2 6
wT 6 2
PC 3 5

Cmax; T 5 1
Cmax; ML 3 3
Cmax; PC 3 1
Cmax; N 3

Cmax; RD 2 1
Cmax; PC; Q 2 1

Tcost 3
T 1 2

Some of the objectives reported in Table 2 are used in just two or three papers, with
each calculating them in a different way. Hence, readers wishing to find out more about
how they are calculated are referred to those works: ML—machines workload [16,31,35],
RD—rescheduling disruption [57,103], Q—quality and defective rate [19,22], and N—noise
level [32,101,118]. The mathematical expressions for the other objectives are provided in
Equations (5) to (9). (Here, only the new notation is defined; for the remaining notation,
see Section 4.3).

cmax ≥ cj, ∀j ∈ J where cj is the completion time of job j, (5)

T = ∑
j∈J

Tj, where Tj ≥ (cj − dj)
+ and dj is the due date of job j, (6)

wT = ∑
j∈J

wjTj, where wj is the weight of job j, (7)

Tcost = ∑
j∈J

λjTj, where λj is a penalty cost associated with the tardiness of job j, (8)

PC = ∑
m∈M

∑
j∈Jm

(
λP

mjt
P
mj + λId

m tId
m

)
+ ∑

v∈V
∑
j∈Jv

λTr
v tTr

j + ∑
j∈J

λRM
j + ∑

l∈L
λc

l + ∑
a∈MA

λma
a , (9)

where λP
mj and λId

m are, respectively, the cost of machine m when processing operation j and

when idle; λTr
v is the operational cost of vehicle v; tTr

j is the travel time required by job j;
λRM

j is the cost of the raw material required to produce job j; L is the set of human resources;
λc

l is the cost associated with collaborator l; MA is the set of maintenance activities; and
λma

a is the costs associated with maintenance activity a.
Over 94% of the solution approaches proposed for multi-objective EEJSPs are meta-

heuristic. The remaining ones propose game theory [12,136,137], simulation [28,138–141],
multi-agent systems [17], constraint programming [142,143], MIP-based heuristics [144,145],
and deep learning methods [124].

Over the years, many methods have been proposed to approximate the Pareto front.
Some of these methods scalarize the objectives and obtain a single objective function by
adding the objective functions, usually pre-multiplied by a weight. An optimal solution to
this single-objective problem is Pareto optimal to the multi-objective problem. An approxi-
mation of the Pareto front is obtained by solving a series of single-objective problems, with
different weights. Although such a strategy is simple and easy to implement, it does have
some major drawbacks. On the one hand, it cannot be ensured that the chosen weights
produce a Pareto-optimal solution in a desired region of the objective space. On the other
hand, two different sets of weights may not produce two different Pareto-optimal solutions.
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Hence, a uniformly distributed set of Pareto-optimal solutions cannot be ensured. Addi-
tionally, if the objective space is non-convex, then some Pareto-optimal solutions will not
be found.

Almost 36% of the proposed multi-objective (MO) metaheuristics use a scalarized
objective function obtained by the sum, the weighted sum, or the normalized weighted sum
of the original objective functions (e.g., [7–10,20,32,33,79,118]). Other methods of finding
Pareto solutions that resort to single-objective problems include the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) method, in which the weights are determined by the decision maker [95],
and the lexicographic method [15,71], in which the objectives are considered one at a
time in the order of importance given by the decision maker. Thus, in the lexicographic
method, the problem is solved for the most important objective, and then for the second
most important objective, with an additional constraint imposing the previously attained
value for the first objective, and so on, until all objectives have been considered or just one
optimal solution exists.

Solution approaches considering all objectives simultaneously but independently have
become the current trend, and in this regard, evolutionary algorithms have been taking the
lead. This is not a surprise since they have the advantage of dealing with a set of possible
solutions (the so-called population), which allows one to find several solutions of the
Pareto-optimal set in a single "run" of the algorithm (instead of having to perform a series
of separate runs). The most commonly proposed multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
(MOEAs) are variants of the NSGA-II proposed in [146]. NSGA-II uses an explicit diversity-
preserving strategy together with an elite-preservation strategy, which are implemented by:
(i) classifying the solutions into a number of mutually exclusive equivalent non-dominated
sets (NDS); (ii) determining the crowding distance (CD) of the solutions in each NDS,
which is given by half of the perimeter of the enclosing cuboid with the nearest neighboring
solutions in the same front; and (iii) selecting solutions by a crowding tournament, in
which a solution wins if it has a better rank or a better crowding distance if they have
the same rank. Some of the approaches proposed just rank the solutions, typically using
the non-dominated sets (see, e.g., [18,31,93]); however, most approaches also use CD to
sort the solutions with the same rank (see, e.g., [16,19,23–26,56,147]). Other metaheuristics
resorting to NDS and CD include ICA [120], PSO [88], and GWO [148].

There are, however, other sorting mechanisms. For example, Deb and Jain [149] resort
to the reference point direction (RPD), and May et al. [26] to the density estimator (Dens). In
the RPD, solutions in the direction of a larger number of reference points (ideally provided
by the decision maker) are better, while in the Dens, the goodness of the solutions is
provided by the summation of the Euclidean distance between the solution and all other
solutions with the same rank. The combination of NDS and RPD procedures is mainly used
in NSGA-III (see, e.g., [35,101,119,150]) and in ICA [84,108].

Figure 8 summarizes the methods used to address multi-objective EEJSPs, as well as the
mechanisms used to rank and sort solutions, when addressing all objectives independently
but simultaneously.

After finding a final set of solutions, the quality of the solutions has to be evaluated and,
whenever possible, compared with the Pareto front. Although several performance metrics
have been proposed over the years, the solutions to EEJSPs have rarely been evaluated
or compared by resorting to such metrics. To the best of our knowledge, only 13 papers
report such evaluations. The metrics used include the generational distance (GD) and
inverted generational distance (IGD), which measure the convergence of the solutions to a
reference Pareto front [11,104,105,111,148,150]; the hyper volume (HV), which measures
the size of the dominated space according to some reference points [50,73,74,105,110]; and
the spread, which evaluates the diversity and uniformity of the solutions [50,105,148,150].
One possible reason behind the very small number of papers reporting such metrics may
be the lack of reference solutions. This problem can be obviated if researchers use the same
problem instances in their computational experiments. The existence and availability of
(benchmark) problem instances are discussed next.
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Figure 8. Multi-objective solution methods: ranking and sorting mechanisms for evaluating solutions
under multiple objectives and scalarization methods to convert the several objectives into a single one
(Sum—summation, wSum—weighted sum, Norm wSum—normalized wSum, Lexic—lexicographic).

6. Problem Instances and Data Sets

The quality of the solutions obtained by metaheuristic approaches can only be analyzed
or inferred by comparing the solutions they found with either optimal solutions or the
solutions found by other approaches. Optimal solutions are usually not available. A few
mathematical models were proposed for EEJSPs; however, most were not solved. On the
one hand, EEJSPs are NP-hard problems, and thus only small-sized instances may be solved
to optimality. On the other hand, the multi-objective nature of EEJSPs increases problem
complexity, as it requires solving the models several times in order to approximate the
Pareto front.

Comparisons with the results of previous works can seldom be found. The main
reasons for this are the incompatibility and unavailability of the data used for testing, since
authors use problem instances that are either randomly generated, randomly adapted from
instances of closely related problems, or specific case-studies. Additionally, authors do
not typically make the problem instances they use publicly available. Hence, the com-
parison of a newly proposed (meta)heuristic with previously proposed ones requires the
implementation of all of them, as well as performing computational experiments with all
(meta)heuristics on the same set of problem instances. This is no easy task. First, some
authors do not provide all details of the methods they propose. Second, since there are
some differences in the definition of the addressed problems, the approaches would have to
be adapted so that all could solve the same problem. Third, since no previous comparison
between the proposed methods exists, there is no information on which one(s) to select
(i.e., on the best performing ones). Finally, the computational burden quickly becomes
prohibitive. Therefore, no comparisons are usually reported.

One simple step that can be taken to help remedy the lack of comparisons is to "force"
authors to make the data of the instances they consider publicly available; fewer than half
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of the reviewed papers do so. Moreover, in addition to the value of the objective functions,
authors should report the computational effort. Another important step would be to create
a library of such problem instances, together with the best known solutions (schedule and
value of the objective functions). This would be a manageable and relatively simple task if
all authors contribute with the data and solutions of the instances used. We have started
such a process and urge researchers to contribute.

We have created a web-library for the EEJSP (locate at https://fastmanufacturingproject.
wordpress.com/eejsp-library) and have already uploaded some data sets that can be used
as benchmark problem instances in future studies. In our selection, we consider the prob-
lem instances for which the full data set is provided either in the corresponding paper or
in an online database. We strongly encourage authors to provide additional data sets and
corresponding solutions, for example, by contacting us.

The problem instances being used in the literature include case studies, randomly
generated instances, and instances adapting well-known benchmark problem instances
previously proposed for other related problems. However, only a minority of the reviewed
papers, 41 out the 172 reviewed, feature adapted benchmark instances. Several authors
introduce and discuss specific case studies on problems that can be cast as energy-efficient
(flexible) job shop problems. The problem instances associated with such studies involve
the FJSP [10,19,56], the FJSP and tool allocation [7], the FJSP and WoS [13], the FJSP with
TrT [11,18,20], the FJSP with LOP and TrS [89], the DS FJSP [106], and the JSP with TrT [116].

Random problem instances have been proposed for energy-efficient (flexible) job shop
problems. Following, we list the problems they have been proposed for as well as the works
proposing them: FJSP [32], FJSP including I/O machine status [55], FJSP with TrT [11], FJSP
with TrS [90], FJSP considering DS [57], DS FJSP [14], JSP [60,118], JSP with TrT [64], and
JSP and MaS [51].

Regarding adapted energy-efficient JSP instances, they have been adapted mainly
from the JSP instances originally proposed by Adams et al. [151] (abz5~abz9), Fisher
and Thompson [152] (ft06, ft10, and ft20), Lawrence [153] (la01~la40), and Applagate
and Cook [52] (orb01~orb10). Different authors adapted them in different ways and by
adding additional data, typically randomly generated, as in the following examples: energy
consumption for each operation [70], energy consumption for each operation at different
speed levels [30,33,50,80,114], energy consumption for each operation and for turn on/off
actions [23,25,26], energy consumption for each operation and each maintenance activity
and a due date for each job [105], and energy consumption for each operation at different
speed levels and a due date for each job [30].

Finally, the FJSP instances commonly adapted are those originally proposed by Brandi-
marte [154] (mk01~15), Dauzère-Pérès and Paulli [155] (dp1~18), Kacem et al. [156] (Kacem),
and Hurink et al. [157] (Hurink). To adapt them, additional parameters have to be con-
sidered, as in the following examples: [22,24,31,84] generate energy consumption for each
operation at different speed levels, [29] generates energy consumption for each operation
and for turn on-off actions, [16] generates energy consumption for each operation and for
transport tasks, [97,98] generate energy consumption for each operation and DMS data,
and [15] generates energy consumption for each operation and workers’ capabilities data.

Table 3 summarizes the benchmark instances considered and already included in
EEJSP Library. This table has six columns: the first one provides the paper reference; the
second and third columns provide, respectively, the energy efficiency objective function
(ObjEE) and additional objective function(s) if considered (Objother); the next two columns
report the energy efficiency strategy (EE strategy) used (refer to Section 4.2) and the
additional scheduling problems (Features) considered (refer to Section 4.5); lastly, the
problem instances column provides information on the origin of the instances considered
(original instance when adapted, “App” when based on a real-world application, and “Rnd
Ins” when randomly generated).

As stated earlier, not many works can be found that compare the results they obtain
with the results of previous works. Additionally, most of the works reporting comparisons

https://fastmanufacturingproject.wordpress.com/eejsp-library
https://fastmanufacturingproject.wordpress.com/eejsp-library
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do so for only some features, as the problem definitions and/or objective functions are
not exactly the same. For example, Abedi et al. [105] compare their results with those
of Essafi et al. [158] and Salido et al. [33]. However, there is no direct comparison between
Pareto fronts with either of the two works, as they do not share the same combination of
objective functions. Instead, the comparison addresses a single objective function at a time,
with each work: the total weighted tardiness is compared with that of Essafi et al. [158],
and the energy consumption is compared with that of Salido et al. [33]. As far as we know,
the only exceptions are the works reported in [33,142,143]. The first two compare the
Pareto fronts, regarding trade-offs between makespan and energy consumption, obtained
by a moGA and a CP model for four sets of problem instances. The authors extend the
previous work by incorporating a local search algorithm into the moGA, improving its
performance [33].

Table 3. Benchmark problem instances for EEJSPs.

Ref. ObjEE Objother EE Strategy Features Problem Instances

JSP
[21] E Cmax; wT DS ft06
[33] E Cmax MS Rnd Ins
[118] E Cmax; N MS Rnd Ins
[64] E Cmax TrT Rnd Ins
[50] E Cmax; T MS SDST orb1~3; abz7~abz9;

la26~28; la31~33
[26] E Cmax I/O ft06, 10, 20
[23,25] E wT I/O ft10
[30] E wT MS Rnd Ins
[105] E wT MS MaS Rnd Ins
[80] EC MS la01~35; ft6, 10, 20
[114] EC PC MS ft06, 10, 20; la01~la40
[60] EC TOU; I/O Rnd Ins
[116] EC PC; CuS TrT App
[51] EC TE; Rel MS MaS Rnd Ins
[70] PP Cmax la01~40

FJSP
[10] E PC App
[56] E Cmax App
[19] E Cmax; PC; Q App
[32] E Cmax; N Rnd Ins; App
[22] E Cmax; PC; Q; RM Kacem
[57] E Cmax, RD I/O DS Rnd Ins
[24] E Cmax, # I/O MS; I/O mk01~10
[90] E Cmax TrS Rnd Ins
[11] E Cmax TrT Rnd Ins; App
[20] E Cmax TrT App
[98] E Cmax, MLmax DMS; TrT Hurink
[31] E ML MS mk01~13; dp1~18
[84] E Cmax, T MS SDST; TrT mk01~15; dp1~18
[89] E Cmax LOP; TrS App
[29] E I/O Hurink; Rnd Ins
[55] E I/O Rnd Ins
[7] E Cmax Tools App
[14] E Cmax JPP Rnd Ins
[13] E Cmax, LC WoS App
[15] E Cmax WoS mk01~12; dp1~12
[18] TC Cmax TrT App
[16] TC Cmax; ML; WIP TrT Kacem
[97] TC PC; Cmax; TE DMS; TrT; SDST Kacem
[106] EC Tcost DS App
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7. Conclusions

Metaheuristics have been used to find high-quality solutions to a large number of
complex problems in a wide range of application areas (e.g., manufacturing scheduling,
molecular modeling, inventory allocation, project scheduling, maritime operations, network
flows, and many others). The scientific community has shown them to be a viable, and
often superior, alternative to more traditional (exact) methods, in particular when tackling
combinatorial optimization problems. Moreover, metaheuristics are more flexible than
more traditional (exact) methods, since they are problem independent, and thus can be
adapted to fit the needs of almost any real-life optimization problem. Additionally, they
can be used to find a “good enough” solution in a computation time that is “small enough”.
However, metaheuristics are not able to ensure the optimality of the solutions they find.
On the contrary, exact methods can theoretically ensure optimality if allowed to run long
enough. Nevertheless, often they are not able to find an optimal solution in a reasonable
amount of time, and sometimes not even a feasible one.

This work reviews metaheuristic approaches proposed, in the last decade, for the
energy-efficient job shop scheduling problem and its variants (EEJSPs). EEJSPs are NP-hard
as they are extensions of the JSP, which has been proven NP-hard. A further complexity
associated with EEJSPs arises from the fact that energy efficiency is usually optimized along
with other objective function(s), such as makespan, tardiness, production costs, and so on.
Since frequently conflicting objective functions are considered, one no longer looks for an
optimal solution, which may not even exist. Instead, we look for a set of solutions that
defines the best trade-offs between the conflicting objectives (i.e., a set of non-dominated
solutions). Metaheuristics are particularly suited to address this type of problem, as most
of them evolve a set of candidate solutions, rather than a single solution.

Manufacturing systems often employ several resource types, such as workers, ma-
chines, and vehicles. In such systems, two or more resource types usually collaborate to
perform the activities. Therefore, resources should be scheduled simultaneously. Although
research on JSPs integrating more than one resource type has been reported in the literature,
integrated EEJSPs are yet to be addressed. This is a very important avenue of research,
since the impact of scheduling collaborative resources separately is even more relevant in
EEJSPs. For example, consider a manufacturing environment in which the jobs need to be
transported around the shop floor. In addition to the direct increase in energy consumption
required by the transport vehicles, machines may have longer idle times as they may have
to wait for the delivery of jobs, and vehicles may also have idle times as they may have
to wait for the completion of operations, thus impacting not only productivity, resource
utilization, completion time, and production costs, but also energy consumption. Other
examples include preventive maintenance activities, which need to be scheduled at the
same time as manufacturing activities.

Many technological developments have been achieved over the years. Regarding
manufacturing systems, the most recent such developments have led to the existence of
intelligent manufacturing systems—Industry 4.0. Industry 4.0, also called the Internet of
manufacturing things, is closely tied with the digitalization of industrial processes and
equipment, cyber-physical systems, and the capability of gathering and processing data
and information in real time. Once the extracted data and information are transformed
into useful knowledge by resorting to, for example, machine learning methods, it can be
used to improve the efficiency and quality of the scheduling solutions. Future research
is needed in at least two different directions, namely: (i) how to transform the data and
information collected into knowledge and (ii) how to use the collected information and
derived knowledge to improve the efficiency and quality of the scheduling solutions.
Regarding the former, the main issues that require further research are the communication
and cooperation of the different types of data sources, that is, how to handle the increasing
variety of smart components and equipment and how to integrate the information coming
from different sources in a consistent and homogeneous way. Regarding the latter, the
information obtained and the knowledge derived can be used to increase scheduling
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efficiency and robustness. The better and more reliable information available can be used,
on the one hand, to predict changes in the system (e.g., resource breakdowns, energy
disruption, worker’s fatigue, etc.), and on the other hand, to adapt the existing schedules
to cope with such changes.

One way of taking advantage of the information and produced knowledge (i.e., in-
formation on unexpected events and predictions) is to reschedule the activities ensuring
feasibility, producing more robust and effective schedules. (The need for rescheduling can
also come from considering the arrival of new jobs during the planning horizon.)

Another way of adapting to such events is to control the resources in real time, for
example, adjusting the speed of some of the resources. Moreover, resource control in real
time may also be used to improve energy efficiency, slowing down resources that would
complete their tasks ahead of time or switching resources to a standby mode in the presence
of increased idle times.

Another interesting direction is to directly address the uncertainty regarding, for exam-
ple, processing times, energy supply, energy consumption, availability of resources, and so
on. This involves the development of new optimization tools such as robust optimization,
simheuristics, stochastic models, and fuzzy logic, among others. Robust optimization
methods typically optimize the worst possible outcomes considering solutions that are
feasible, regardless of data and uncertain parameters. Simheuristics add a simulation layer
to the metaheuristics that allows the optimization component to deal with scenarios under
uncertainty. Stochastic models optimize the problem in several stages based on the current
known state of the system and correct the decisions at successive stages, once more reliable
data becomes available. Fuzzy logic creates an approximation mechanism to incorporate
the uncertainties into other optimization tools (e.g., exact methods and metaheuristics).
Although these solution approaches are particularly relevant for EEJSPs, they have rarely
been proposed.

The incorporation of new problem characteristics, such as the ones discussed above,
leads to new problem versions that are even more complex. Hence, new faster and more
robust approaches are of the utmost importance.

Almost all papers reviewed simultaneously consider economic and energy objective
functions. Only a few consider the three pillars of sustainability (economic, environmental,
and social). For example, three papers consider the makespan (economic objective), total
energy consumption (energy objective), and noise (social objective). Given the small
presence of the social pillar in the papers reviewed and the growing importance of the
subject, research on job shop problems that also includes social objectives is identified as a
main future research topic.

Despite the fact that the number of studies solving EEJSPs is growing fast, specifically
in the past three years, the number of cross-references is quite low. According to the data
extracted from Scopus® in March 2022, the H-index for EEJSP papers is 35; however, only
6 papers published in or after 2019 are among the top 35 most highly cited papers. This
may be a sign that the EEJPs research community is not fully aware of the rich literature on
EEJSPs, specifically with regard to work published in the most recent years.

Many papers are covered in this review, but it may miss some relevant and important
studies. However, not all data are precisely recorded in the two databases used in this
work. Additionally, we have disregarded studies that have been published in conference
proceedings. Finally, some of the papers may use different terminology or may describe the
problem and/or the solution approaches in a different way, and thus may not have been
found through our searches.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/su14106264/s1.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ABC Artificial bee colony
ABO African buffalo optimization.
ACO Ant colony optimization
AHP Analytical hierarchy process
AMO Animal migration optimization
BA Bees algorithm
Bat Bat optimization algorithm
BBO Biogeography-based optimization
BOA Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
BS Batch scheduling
BSA Backtracking search algorithm
Cmax Makespan
CD Crowding distance
CP Constraint programming
CSO Cat swarm optimization
CT Total completion time of the jobs
CuS Customer satisfaction
DEA Differential evolution algorithm
Dens Density estimator
DMS Distributed manufacturing scheduling
DP Dynamic programming
DS Dynamic sheduling
E Energy consumption
EA Evolutionary algorithm
EC Energy cost
EDA Estimation of distribution algorithm
EEJSP Energy-efficient job shop scheduling problem
EMA Electromagnetism-like mechanism algorithm
EVP Energy variable price
FA Firefly algorithm
FFO Fruit fly optimization
FJSP Flexible job shop scheduling problem
GA Genetic algorithm
GD Generational distance
GEP Gene expression programming
GP Genetic programming
GRASP Greedy randomized adaptive search procedure
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GSO Glow-worm swarm optimization
GWO Grey wolf optimization
HSA Harmony search algorithm
HV Hyper volume
I/O On/off
ICA Imperialist competitive algorithm
Id Idle time energy consumption
IGD Inverted generational distance
ILS Iterated local search
In Indirect energy consumption
IoMT Internet of manufacturing things
JA Jaya algorithm
JPP Job process planning
JSP Job shop schedulin problem
LC Labour cost
Lexic Lexicographic
Learn Learning methods
LOP Layout optimization problem
MA Memetic algorithm
MaS Maintenance scheduling
MBO Migrating birds optimization
MILP Mixed-integer linear programming
MIP Mixed integer programming
ML Total machine workload
ML Mean machine workload
MLmax Maximum machine workload
moEA Multi-objective EA
moGA Multi-objective GA
moPSO Multi-objective PSO
MS Machine speed
N Noise
NDS Non-dominated sets
NPA Nested partitions algorithm
NSGAII Non-dominated sorting GA II
P Processing energy consumption
PC Total production cost
PP Peak power consumption
PSO Particle swarm optimization
Q Quality
QEA Quantum evolution algorithm
RD Rescheduling disruptions
ReL Reliability
RM Raw material consumption
RPD Reference point direction
S Setup energy consumption
SA Simulated annealing
SDST Sequence-dependent setup time
Simul Simulation
SPEAII Strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm II
Sum Summation of the objective functions
wSum Summation of weighted objective functions
Norm wSum Summation of weighted normalized objective functions
SFLA Shuffled frog-leaping algorithm
T Total tardiness
T Mean tardiness
TC Total carbon emission
Tr Transportation energy consumption
Tcost Cost of total tardiness
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TE Total tardiness and earliness
Tmax Maximum tardiness
TrT Transport Time
TrS Transport scheduling
TS Tabu search
wT Total weighted tardiness
wTE Total weighted tardiness and earliness
VNS Variable neighborhood search
WIP Work in progress
WOA Whale optimization algorithm
WoS Worker scheduling
WWO Water wave optimization

Appendix A

Table A1. Classification of the papers cited.

Ref floor ObjEE P Id S T In Objother MO App Sol App EE strategy Features

2022
[92] FJSP E X X X X Cmax wSum Learn+GP TrS; DS
[51] JSP EC X TE; Rel NDS+ CD NSGAII+Simul MS MaS
[60] JSP EC X X X X FA EVP; I/O
[55] FJSP E X X X X GEP I/O
[75] FJSP E X X X X Cmax ; PC EMA
[76] FJSP E X X X X AMO
[53] FJSP E X X X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII MS
[124] FJSP TC X X Cmax ; RD Ensemble deep forest DS
[138] JSP E X X CuS; Util Norm wSum Simul DS
[104] JSP E X X Cmax ; T NDS moGA
[125] JSP E X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII
2021
[50] JSP E X X X Cmax ; T Fuzzy RPD GA MS SDST
[150] FJSP TC X X Cmax ; ML NDS+ RPD NSGAIII
[89] FJSP E X X X X X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII LOP; TrS
[88] FJSP E; EC X X PC NDS+ CD moPSO TrS
[94] FJSP E X X X Cmax EDA+VNS DMS; TrS
[87] FJSP E X X Cmax NDS+ CD GA+DEA MaS; TrS
[120] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; N NDS+ CD ICA WoS; TrT
[95] FJSP TC X X X Cmax ; PC; Q Fuzzy AHP GA+TS DMS; TrT
[59] JSP E X X Cmax ; wTE NDS+ RPD NSGAIII I/O
[81] JSP E X X Cmax NDS+ CD MA MS
[112] FJSP TC X Cmax ; PC NDS+ CD NSGAII+QEA
[97] FJSP TC X X X X PC; Cmax ; TE NDS+ Dens moGA DMS; TrT; SDST
[106] FJSP EC X X Tcost NDS+ CD NSGAII DS
[109] FJSP E X X Cmax ; Tmax NDS+ CD NSGAII MS
[110] JSP E X X X Cmax ; T; LC Fuzzy RPD moEA MS WoS
[135] JSP EC X wT NDS+ CD NSGAII EVP
[84] FJSP E X X X X Cmax ; T NDS ICA MS SDST; TrT
[119] FJSP E X X Cmax ; Erg NDS+ RPD NSGAIII WoS
[83] FJSP E X X Cmax , PC NDS+ CD NSGA-II+VNS TrT
[85] FJSP E X X X X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGA-II+LS TrT
[90] FJSP E X X Cmax wSum SA TrS
[67] JSP X Cmax MIP MS
[77] FJSP TC X X X X Cmax , T NDS+ CD NSGA-II JPP
[91] JSP E X X X Cmax NDS GWO TrS
[117] FJSP E X Cmax ; FP NDS+ CD NSGA-II
[74] FJSP E X X X X Cmax NDS PSO+GA
[107] FJSP E X X T NDS+ CD GP DS
[137] FJSP E X X X Cmax , MLmax Game theory DS; DMS
[140] JSP E X X Cmax ; T Simul DS; MaS; SDST
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Table A1. Cont.

Ref floor ObjEE P Id S T In Objother MO App Sol App EE strategy Features

2020
[93] JSP E X X Cmax NDS moEA MS DMS
[105] JSP E X wT NDS+ CD MA MS MaS
[98] FJSP E X X Cmax ; MLmax NDS+ CD NSGAII DMS; TrT
[103] JSP EC X T; RD Norm wSum GA MS DS
[57] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; RD NDS+ CD BSA I/O DS
[123] FJSP E X X Cmax wSum PSO DS
[86] FJSP EC X X Tcost Sum PSO+LS; PSO+SA LOP; TrT
[58] FJSP E X X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII I/O DS
[73] FJSP E X X X X X Cmax ; T; PC NDS+ CD NSGAII MaS; TrT
[111] FJSP TC X X Cmax ; LC NDS+ CD MA WoS
[70] JSP PP X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII
[78] FJSP E X X X X MBO WoS
[96] FJSP E X X X SFLA DMS
[136] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; ML wSum Game theory DS; JPP
[61] FJSP TC X X X Cmax ; ML NDS+ CD ABC MS; I/O
[127] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; CuS GA+AIA
[126] JSP E X wT NDS+ CD NSGAII
2019
[11] FJSP E X X X X Cmax NDS+ CD GA+SA+PSO TrT
[63] FJSP X X Cmax ; T NDS+ CD ICA+VNS
[20] FJSP E X X Cmax wSum GA+GSO TrT
[148] FJSP E X X Cmax NDS+ CD GWO MS
[35] FJSP EC X X X Cmax ; LC; ML NDS+ RPD NSGAIII I/O; EVP WoS; SDST
[114] JSP EC X X PC Sum WOA MS
[115] JSP EC X PC Sum Bat MS
[101] FJSP TC X X X CT; Vib; N NDS+ CD NSGAII; NSGAIII
[108] FJSP E X X Tmax ; Cmax ; ML NDS+ RPD ICA
[100] JSP E X X GEP EVP
[116] JSP EC X X PC; CuS Sum GA TrT
[37] FJSP EC X X PC; T Fuzzy Sum NSGAII EVP TrS; WoS
[56] FJSP E X X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII
[27] FJSP E X X X X MILP I/O
[68] JSP EC X X MILP EVP
[141] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; PC; Q Simul DS
[145] JSP EC X PC Sum MILP
2018
[24] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; #I/O NDS+ CD NSGAII MS; I/O
[9] FJSP TC X X T Norm wSum GA
[10] FJSP E X X PC wSum GA; GA+PSO
[13] FJSP E X Cmax ; LC wSum rank GA WoS
[80] JSP EC X X X WOA MS
[82] FJSP EC X X CSO
[102] JSP EC X T Sum GWO
[72] JSP E X X GA DS
[113] JSP TC X X X PC; CT Norm wSum GA
[38] FJSP EC X X PC; Q wSum GA+ACO EVP TrS
[17] FJSP E X X Cmax ; ML Multi-agent Sys DS
2017
[8] FJSP EC X CT; Rel Norm wSum GA+SA MaS
[31] FJSP E X X ML NDS SFLA MS
[32] FJSP E X Cmax ; N Norm wSum GA MS
[29] FJSP E X X X GEP I/O
[18] FJSP TC X X X Cmax NDS FFO TrT
[79] JSP E X Cmax Norm wSum GA+LS MS DS
[118] JSP E X Cmax ; N Norm wSum GA MS
[71] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; ML Lexic ILS
[36] FJSP EC X X Cmax wSum BBO EVP; MS
[65] JSP X Cmax GRASP
[64] JSP E X X X X Cmax wSum GA TrT
[12] FJSP E X X X Cmax ; ML Game theory DS; SDST
[139] JSP E X Cmax Simul MS
[144] JSP EC X X PC - MILP MS SDST; BS; Inventory
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Table A1. Cont.

Ref floor ObjEE P Id S T In Objother MO App Sol App EE strategy Features

2016
[30] JSP E X X wT NDS+ Dens moGA+ILS MS
[33] JSP E X Cmax Norm wSum GA MS
[25] JSP E X X wT NDS+ CD NSGAII I/O
[21] JSP E X Cmax ; wT GA DS
[22] FJSP E X Cmax ; PC; Q; RM BA
[147] FJSP E X Cmax NDS+ CD NSGAII
[66] JSP X Cmax MIP
[142] JSP E X Cmax wSum CP MS
[143] JSP E X Cmax Norm wSum GA MS
2015
[26] JSP E X X Cmax Dom + Dens moGA; SPEAII I/O
[7] FJSP E X X Cmax Norm wSum NPA Tools
[14] FJSP E X X Cmax GA+SA JPP
[15] FJSP TC X X Cmax Lexic VNS WoS
[16] FJSP TC X X Cmax ; ML; WIP NDS+ CD NSGAII TrT
[34] JSP X X X Cmax GA+SA MS
[62] FJSP E X X HSA I/O BS; SDST
2014
[23] JSP E X wT NDS+ CD NSGAII
[19] FJSP E X Cmax ; PC; Q NDS+ CD NSGAII
[69] JSP PP X Cmax ; wTE wSum TS
[28] FJSP E X X Cmax Simul I/O DS
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